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  I. Overview 

The religious life in church that used to be centering around on-site contact services had to go through the 

transition to untact (online) services due to the spread of COVID-19 and continuous operation of high-degree 

social distancing policy. In the beginning, there has been a high concern about the integrity of service with the 

transition to untact online services, and the churches had to go through the trials and errors of producing online 

contents and operating them, and the burden of financial and human resource operation of dependent churches 

was heavy. Thus, the necessity and importance of supplying and demanding different high-quality religious 

contents that can vitalize untact services and recover divine nature are emerging.  

Talent is a Christian contents portal service with a collection of live services and preaches, church music including 

gospels and CCM, etc. It emerges different religious bodies of Christianity, develops Christian network that 

focuses on services and bible, and wishes to take the role of the medium that connects the Christian contents 

and the world.  

Talent consists of video streaming service of real-time online services, preaches, testimonies, etc.; video and 

music streaming service for domestic and international gospels and CCM; authentic interpretation of the Bible 

and bible studies for personal spirituality; and online stores where users can sell and purchase church-related 

products and creative works of the user.  

 

 

Image 1. Talent Project Summary 

Talent is planning to build a platform based on the Ethereum blockchain to support a seamless and stable 

streaming service. As videos and audio content file sizes are huge, the number of contents being uploaded and 

the increasing number of streaming users overload the server, and this can be resolved via blockchain. The smart 

contract function of the Ethereum blockchains can be utilized for transparently and safely recording and storing 

trade/purchase records made on the Smart Contract of the Ethereum blockchain. 
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  II. Pandemic and Worship 

01. Trend: The Change in Form of Services 

Korean protestants are experiencing a sudden change that broke the frame of traditional on-site contact services 

and religious activities due to COVID-19. The biggest change that the religious world has confronted due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic is that most of the religious activities, including services, have transitioned from contact 

activities to untact activities.  

According to the survey of religious people by JI&Com Research CO.,Ltd., to the question “Have you seen 

Christian contents, including music, preaches, services, broadcasts this year?”, 22.4% of the respondents have 

answered they have, and the percentage of protestants of the respondents was amount to 68% (Left of Image2). 

To the following question “What kind of contents have you watched? (Multiple responses), the percentage of 

responses were gathered to be 45.9% for ‘Music and Praise,’ 43.9% for ‘Services and Rallies,’ and 42.1% for 

‘Preaches,’ showing a similar range across the choices (Right of Image 2). Among the respondents, 60.5% of 

protestants were “Music and Praise," 55.1% of ‘Services and Rallies,’ and 47.9% for ‘Preaches.’ 

 

Image 2. Chart of YouTube Contents Experience by Religious (Left), and YouTube Contents Watched (Right) - 

JI&Research (2020) 

On the question ‘How do you see the religious activities would change due to COVID-19?’, 41.9% of all 

respondents estimated that “It will change back to pre-COIVD19 contact-focused activities.” However, the 

number of respondents who said “There will be both online and offline activities (31.8%) and “It will change to 

untact and online-focused activities (27.1%) were also not negligible. Among the respondents, the protestants 

were divided into “it will change back to pre-COIVD19 activities (36.6%) and “it will change to untact and online-

focused activities (36.0%) and "going to untact and online-focused activities” (27.5%). This suggests that 

developing untact and online contents would be inevitable to meet the needs of not just believers but also non-

believers, the propagation targets, when it is uncertain when COVID-19 will come to an end. 
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As COVID-19 has changed our lives in general, there has been a huge change to the world of religion where 

contact activities were essential. As the ban and lift of gatherings repeat, the number of churches adapting to it 

by grafting online system to regular services, operation of Sunday school, praise, and worship concert, is 

increasing. They are showing a good effort on reducing the density of crowd even after the on-site services 

have been resumed by keeping online regular services available on YouTube. It can be argued that this is the 

application of practical decision that untact religious activities cannot be discarded when it cannot be easily told 

when the time of no limitations for contact activities would be restored.  

Untact services might not just be a temporary phenomenon but be a part of our lives. Though it is a special 

circumstance called pandemic that makes untact services inevitable, the situation of the extension of the COVID-

19 era and the time after COVID-19 to be considered. The churches that cannot prepare untact service 

environment, such as dependent churches, need to be supported for such systems to be built, and it needs to 

be concerned how the association and sharing between the believers such as cell meeting or small group meeting 

of each group would continue in untact situations. 

 

02. Vision: Ontact, not Untact 

The next trending form of meeting after untact has become a new-normal is “Ontact”. Ontact is a term made 

with the combination of untact and online that refers to contacting each other online. Due to COVID-19, the 

world has been reconfigured from contact to untact, and they are communicating via ontact. If ontact has 

become the keyword for survivability and competition for the corporates, it would be the same for the churches. 

They need to adapt to ontact for survival. If it is inevitable, the focus should be moved onto what can be achieved 

or restored via COIVD-19, and the way of thinking needs to be changed to ontact from contact, and new 

connections from separations. 

 

• Future Education Content Development Institute 

Future Education Content Development Institute is a collaborative body of Education Bureau of the Cristian 

Board of Directors. It was established with the intention of developing online content not only as an 

auxiliary means, but also as an important role of the ministry. Future Education Content Development 

Institute produce Christian faith content, Christian education content, and Christian cultural content to 

support the broadcasting activities of the Object Church using online media and discover and support 

content developers and creators. By doing so, its vision is to build a system for the next generation. Its 

developed content can be effectively and practically used for education and ministry by all Korean churches 

as well as the Methodist Church and is drawing much attention in that it is the birth of a new Christian 

platform, Christian Content Hub. 
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• yesHEis 

yesHEis is an online community that consists of an application, social network, and YouTube channel made 

by the International Christian Foundation CV (Christian Vision) that helps the youth generation familiar 

with online services can preach the gospel and share their religious life. They produce content videos and 

social network posts that suit the situation of Korean churches or upload translated contents of other 

branches. They have a wide range of light illustration graphic contents and inspirational videos that make 

you think.  

 

Image 3. Screenshots of Mobile App Display of yesHEis 

The entry barrier of social network contents of yesHEis has been lowered to its minimum so they are mostly 

light and basic contents for newcomers, and if requested, the service providers support to the churches 

that need content for free. The mobile app displays a collection of daily subjects the readers can reflect 

on, and the users can communicate with each other in real-time via the comment section, and they provide 

Instagram live every Sunday. 

 

• Manna 

CBS (Christian Broadcasting Station) has met the 65th anniversary of its foundation in 2020 and released 

Manna, a Christian portal application. The users are provided with content such as QT (Quite Time) and 

prayers, the Bible and CBS’s most representative contents ‘CBS Bilble School’ and ‘May God Make My Live 

Anew!’, and it provides VOD content of the categorized sermons and bible studies. In addition, the users 

are provided with beautiful Christian music via JOY4U, the 24/7 Christian music channel. Recently screened 

and beloved ‘The Pilgrim’s Progress,’ ‘Paul,’ ‘The Case for Christ,’ and documentary film ‘Obedience,’ and 

‘The Cross of North Gando’ are available for free on the application. 
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Image 4. Screenshots of ‘Manna’, Christian Portal Application 

 

Application ‘Manna’ analyzes the watch pattern of the users to support personalized recommendation 

services. It recommends personalized content by analyzing the videos the user has watched or clicked 

‘Like.’ Users can challenge themselves with reading the Bible on the application. They can compare 

their accomplishments with the records of other users. 

 

• CHERRY 

Korea’s First Blockchain-based charity platform ‘Cherry Hope Charity Platform (hereinafter referred 

to as Cherry)’ has reinforced church integration feature to provide an integrated management services 

of churches including check-in, online contribution, online services, online small group meetings, 

weekly booklets, and others. 
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Image 5. Screenshot of Cherry, Korea’s First Blockchain-based Charity Platform 

 

After completing the registration of the church integration application, it creates a page for the church 

only the members of the church can access to. The church can set up donation/collecting boxes for 

different purposes, and the members can make their contribution via different kinds of payment 

services including account transfer, credit card payment, Naver Pay, and others. In addition, different 

untact programs including services, small group meetings, editions and others can be done via the 

application, and the church can deliver information such as weekly booklets, notifications, and others.  

It is also noteworthy that it provides QR code Check-in service for free for those churches that bear 

the burden of the requirement of the digital entry log. Unlike the ordinary QR code Check-in services 

it was developed for churches, drastically reducing the risk of information leakage as it does not store 

information of the members on the external server. In addition, as each member has to scan the QR 

code displayed by the church with the camera of their smartphone without the need of issuing QR 

codes, there is no waiting time.  

Church administrators can check offering and QR code check-in records via the website. They can 

download the name of members and their offering records as an excel file, making it convenient as it 

does not require a separate offering counting. They can also identify the check-in record for services 

and small group meetings with the application. 
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  lll. What is Talent 

Talent is a Christian content portal service platform for religious life. It collects different contents on the 

internet on a spot to help the convenience of the user. It adds depth and width to the belief of the 

Christians of the Ontact era, and it intends to help to lower the entry barrier and enhance the image of 

Christianity for those who are not Christians. In addition, the users can check different religious content 

uploaded on Talent, they can benchmark the services and event contents of other churches, share 

information with other churches and their members; the platform aims to contribute to easing the 

religious/cultural communication.  

Talent supports streaming services for real-time online service for domestic and international churches, 

and it provides a VOD service where users can watch videos of preaches, testimonies, and bible studies at 

any time anywhere. In addition, the platform plans to provide audio and music sheet download services 

including gospels and CCM, piano accompaniments and orchestral accompaniment of gospel, and others 

for choirs via affiliation with music production companies or composers. Streaming services are to be 

provided for free and downloading files will be charged. Also, when consuming content of bible studies, 

religious counseling and others, and videos, real-time chatting service will be provided for a two-way 

communication environment. 

Apart from video streaming services, Talent Store operates an online market service where the users can 

purchase ceremonial utensils, bible and gospels for personal religious lives, religious books, visiting and 

gifts for communication and sharing between the believers, seasonal and event goods and so on. Moreover, 

in a long term, the platform will open a private store in a form of an online flea market to give opportunities 

for service providers so that they can commercialize, promote, and sell their talents such as calligraphy.  

 

Image 6. Summary of Talent services 

Talent will build a blockchain-based trading and payment system to resolve traffic issues that can be 

caused by a large number of downloads of huge videos or audio files or a high increase in the number of  
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  users, protect the copyright of the content via Smart Contract and secure the safety and transparency of 

the trades on the Talent Store with the distributed ledger. 

 

Image 7. Talent Ecosystem 

 

01. Live: Real-time Online Church Services 

As the social distancing measure extended over a long period and untact services are becoming the new 

normal, many churches have opened their YouTube channel or they are holding real-time online services 

via Zoom, the service for video conferences. 
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  Talent operates a live streaming service that collects real-time online church service videos into a platform 

and streams them back simultaneously. The platform pursues a variety of contents by providing not just 

regular services including Wednesday services and all-night services, but services segmented into 

generations such as infant services, children services, elementary school services, teenager services, youth 

services and others. For such services, the platform will continuously conclude partnership agreements 

with the churches that hold online services, and by providing streaming services on Talent by linking URL, 

the platform will make services available for everyone for free on Talent Platform. 

 

02. Streaming & VOD 

2.1. Sermon 

Though there are differences by church, it takes about an hour to watch an online service from the start 

to an end. Thus, Talent provides streaming services that separate the sermon parts from the online 

services. Sermon video streaming service is mainly targeted at the users who could not participate in online 

service due to time constraints, who want to listen to the only sermon part, or those who wish to 

continuously listen to the sermon of a specific preacher. This service is to be provided with the 

categorization by church, preacher, contents, and generations for users can search the content they would 

like to watch. 

 

 

Image 8-1. Sermon Video Display supported on Cross Map 
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Image 8-2. Sermons Search Display supported by CTS 

In addition, in order to induce active spiritual training and participation and vitalize the platform, Talent 

provides bible study videos that consist of contents that interpret the Bible in different ways. Bible study 

video is one of the methods to realize ontact, and the platform is planning to operate AMA (Ask Me 

Anything - a form of Q&A) that the user can open chat window to ask questions and get answers while 

the Bible study video is being streamed. 

 

2.2. Praises 

Talent provides audio streaming and downloading services. It contains the praises performed by the choirs 

of different churches and gospels and CCM sung by singers or bands as videos. In the future, downloading 

services for instrumental piano music, orchestral music, and music sheets will be available for download. 

In addition, by providing praise and worship videos targeted at infants and children, the platform intends 

to contribute to the increased participants by provoking their interests for untact Sunday School. 

Moreover, Talent will discover unfamiliar composers and CCM singers unlike the ordinary music streaming 

services to offer a method to vitalize church music, and it has a plan to support their circulation within the 

platform. 
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Image 9-1. Screenshot of praise display supported on Cross Map 

 

 

Image 9-2. Screenshot of HisWill’s Official YouTube Channel 

 

2.3. Testimony 

Testimony streaming services of Talent delivers the vivid stories of influencers such as entertainers and 

celebrities, so the audience is given the momentum to reflect their lives on and strengthen their beliefs. 

The influence that an influencer can exert has an off-the-scale ripple effect; their stories help nonbelievers 

easily go to the church, learn, and believe in God rather easily and familiarly to start their life as a Christian. 
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  One of the most representative religious testimonial shows is ‘May God Make My Life Anew!’ from CBS. 

Talent will form an organic network with the existing testimony streaming services for supply and demand 

of contents and move on to form an environment for producing and uploading original contents. 

 

 

Image 10. Official YouTube Channel of ‘May Make My Life Anew!’, testimonial show of CBS 

 

03. Talent Store 

Talent Store is a service for easy and safe trading of different products of existing online markets and 

offline markets that demands online services that sell products for churches and religion. By having a 

collection of various product providers on a platform, the users can compare the prices, functions, designs, 

and others of a type of product, and it allows more satisfying consumption by broadening the range of 

product choices. In addition, as a blockchain-based platform, Talent Store has a strong point on the fact 

that it allows transparent and safe trading regarding the payment system, and it prevents traffic issues for 

more stable server operation. 

 

04. Blockchain Infrastructure 

As the starting point of blockchain is the concerns of trading finance services and its improvement, it has 

been actively developed around the projects with the integration of finance, and as its immutability and 

unmodifiable characteristics have emerged as strong points, blockchain has been integrated with different 

industries to expand its area to services close to our lives. 
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Blockchain is the distributed digital ledger technology that connects encrypted transaction as block units, 

and it is a generic technology that guarantees credit and safe transactions without a separate medium. It 

is a sort of an account that has blocks that contain transaction information and personal information 

connected as chains, and transactions only proceed when the account between the blocks are the same, 

making them unhackable and unmodifiable. 

 

 

Image 11. Major Characteristics of Blockchain Technology 

 

In particular, as Ethereum’s Smart Contract function was added to the blockchain, the decentralization 

function was further strengthened. The use of Smart Contracts lowers the risk of hacking, reducing security 

costs, reducing fees because there is no intermediary, and shortening data integrity or integrity verification 

time.  

 

Image 12. The Benefits of Smart Contracts (101 Blockchains, 2018) 
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  Talent builds a service platform based on the Ethereum blockchain considering the stability and scalability of 

the platform, and uses the standard token specification set by the Ethereum blockchain network. Ethereum is a 

single platform network designed to enable various decentralized applications to operate based on its own 

blockchain. 

 

4.1. Digital Assets 

The term Digital Assets describes the contents that exist as electronic data. The management of digital assets 

can be decentralized via blockchain technology, freeing it from medium, incredibility, and tracking by others, 

and securing a high degree of transparency. Talent supports different digital assets, allowing users to register 

and trade digital assets on the ecosystem, and legal protections are given to the digital assets that are identifies 

registered following the policy. There are two forms of assets: whole assets and contract assets. Whole assets 

are recorded on the system space, and they can be identified by all smart contracts and clients. Contract assets 

are recorded on personal spaces by the term of the smart contract, and they can only be identified by the clients 

that share the smart contract. Contract assets can be shared with multiple clients on certain agreements. 

 

4.2. Digital Identity 

Talent users are given with digital identities, and such identities are encrypted and managed by blockchain, 

securing their identity. Talent users can use the digital identity system to sign in and use all the services. Also, 

they provide liquidity for all users for; receiving the reward for the vitalization of the user; records of expanse 

payments, purchases, trading, etc. are stored and managed on the blockchain. 

 

4.3 Technology 

Talent was developed based on ERC-20, a standard token protocol established by the Ethereum blockchain 

network. It is a platform network designed to operate various decentralized applications based on its own 

blockchain. Smart Contract on the Ethereum platform can be utilized for easy and fast blockchain transactions, 

and the Ethereum ecosystem can be compatible and used. 

Smart Contract refers to signing and implementing various types of contracts such as financial transactions, real 

estate contracts, and notarization based on blockchain. If the terms of the contract written in the code are met, 

the contract will be concluded immediately. At this time, there is no need to consider whether the other party 

is reliable, whether a third party is needed to guarantee in the middle, or whether the contract is safely carried 

out, and the process proceeds automatically. 
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  No one can change the conditions initially stated because they are recorded in the blockchain as a program 

that runs exactly as programmed without any downtime, censorship, fraud, or third-party interference. 

Through this, it is possible to include execution codes such as conditional statements and repetitive 

commands as well as transaction records in the Talent block, so it can be used not only in payment services 

but also in various services. As a result, it is possible to include conditional statements such as transaction 

records and execution codes such as repetitive commands in the Talent block, which can be used in various 

services, including payment services. It was developed to ensure compatibility of tokens that can be 

distributed over the Ethereum network and can be implemented without central management through 

Smart Contract, which irreversibly deploys certain behaviors during transactions in an online environment. 

Transaction history is recorded in the blockchain on the P2P network, Smart Contract or execution history 

is recorded, and the list of all nodes connected over a period through the bootstrap is maintained through 

a protocol that makes it easy to find other nodes in the network without a central server. When a peer 

connects to the Talent network, it connects and synchronizes with other peers in the form of first 

connecting to a bootstrap node that shares a list of connected peers within a specified period. It is designed 

as the most efficient way to execute P2P communication on blockchain through swarms for message 

delivery, whiskers for communication, and ETH protocols for transaction and block hash communication. 

It is also scalable by automatically compatible with services and software that support the ERC-20 

standard. The Ethereum blockchain itself is a platform, and many of the solutions implemented on the 

platform are blockchain-based decentralization, not centralized control, and are designed to be able to 

exchange tokens for other Ethereum DApps within the DApp (Decentralized Application). Through this, it 

is impossible to directly control blockchain characteristics such as anonymity, statelessness, 

decentralization, etc., and automated economic activities are possible through contracts with each object 

and numerous subjects through Smart Contract. ERC-20, which is compatible and easy to manage, 

enhances interaction between DApps, and reduces the possibility of errors and bugs when integrating 

between different tokens. 

Blockchain-based Smart Contract basically has two databases: a blockchain database in which all 

transaction logs are stored and a database in which the status of Smart Contract is stored. Inputs to change 

this are included in the transaction. Interfaces through transactions are stored in the transaction database 

and the status of the Smart Contract is changed, so that all data is shared, making it impossible for a 

specific user to manipulate the execution results of the Smart Contract. Blockchain ensures the integrity 

of Smart Contracts in a way that ensures the integrity of all transactions, and automatically fulfills contracts 

when conditions are met, reducing the cost of executing contracts and the possibility of disputes. Smart 

Contract can also perform actions such as registration, execution, and result inquiry through existing 

systems and interfaces such as web servers, mobile, and general PC applications. 
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  Talent's Smart Contract is designed to improve long-standing business practices and create new value 

through innovation, reducing hacking risk, reducing security costs, and reducing fees, data integrity and 

time to validate integrity. It also has additional benefits, such as reducing regulatory costs, avoiding the 

risk of double payments, and reducing the cost of deploying information systems. It is operated as a 

procedure by mutually promised rules and will show the greatest synergy in areas such as the service that 

requires mutual trust. It will provide an optimized ecosystem environment by developing to suit the 

characteristics of the Talent platform, which requires an increase in repetitive contracts in certain forms, 

requires contract signing between remote users, and requires distribution tracking. 

Smart Contract-based DApps can execute any complex algorithm code via EVM. All nodes participating in 

the network run EVM as part of the block validation protocol, all nodes in the network execute all 

transactions related with Smart Contract via the EVM, and all nodes perform the same calculations and 

store the same values. Bytecode stored in the blockchain is run on the EVM, geth and EVM operate in one 

process, as Smart Contract operates on the EVM. Therefore, it is not dependent on a specific operating 

system. 

It is also excellent for universal projects and alternative trading applications that are recognizable on most 

exchanges and wallets and can be applied to a wide range of exchanges. Since all transactions must be 

approved, the verification process is facilitated by ensuring that the total supply does not have copies of 

tokens in circulation. Various scattered ERC20 standard compatible tokens can be converted to ETH at 

once. By having flexibility through setting essential elements and additional functions for Contract to 

comply with ERC-20, the company aims to develop additional functions and variables suitable for the 

development of the Talent platform to build an optimized platform for related businesses. 
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  IV. Token Economy 

01. Token Issuance Plan 

 

 

02. Token Allocation Plan 

The allocation plan of TNT is as follows: 

 

 

03. Plan for Use of Funds 

Funds raised from TNT will be used for development (15%) including supplement and usage of personnel for 

research and development, advancement of service and business model, DApp development, etc.; service 

construction (30%) including the supplement for Talent Ecosystem service and management, office operation 

fund, etc.; marketing budget (7%) for on/offline advertisements; legal and accounting (21%) consults for 

practical trades of TNT in different jurisdictions; and reservation for the company and risks (20%). The 

summary of the use of funds is as the following. 
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Image 13. Use Of Funds 

 

04. Payment and Reward System 

TNT Tokens and TNT Points are used as a measure for exchanging values and rewards. Talent platform 

accepts payment by the traditional PG payments as well as TNT Tokens and TNT points. TNT Tokens and 

TNT points are used separately within the Talent platform.  

TNT Token is used as the basic payment method for all trades made on the platform, and TNT points are 

used as incentives and reward measures for service fee profits or use activities. By including TNT Token 

payments by giving extra discount rates for purchasing with TNT Tokens, not with traditional PG payments 

such as cash or credit cards, and by providing payback with TNT Points, TNT Token economy forms a 

virtuous cycle, allowing organic operation.  

TNT points are used for payback service given by the amounts of payments while using the service in the 

platform, and incentives for user activities such as leaving reviewers, rating the service, making 

recommendations, participating events, etc., and rewards for the contribution of the platform vitalization. 

It also can be used for purchasing content on Talent platform; TNT Token or other listed tokens can be 

exchanged for TNT points via an exclusive TNT Wallet, or the users can purchase them via FIAT on the 

platform. 
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  TNT Tokens purchased on the exchange can be exchanged for TNT points via TNT exclusive wallet that is 

to be developed in the future, and the users can use exchanged TNT Points to purchase charged services 

on the platform. The expiration date for TNT Points acquired as the reward for the activities is 6 months, 

and they expire if there is no sign-in record before the expiration date. The expiration date for purchased 

TNT Points is 5 years from the purchasing date, and it can be refunded within 7 days after the purchase 

via subscription cancellation, etc. 

 

4.1. Assessment and Rewards 

By the service use assessment policy, all kinds of user activities within the platform, including audio file 

downloads, making payments to purchase products on Talent Store, writing reviews for purchased 

products, the number of sign-in records, etc., are collected and assessed for rewards. 

 

4.2. Providing Rewards 

When the user makes activities such as the direct contributions on producing profits such as purchasing 

products or services subscriptions on Talent platform, writing and rating service, etc., that is the activities 

that can validate the quality of services and contribute to the platform vitalization, the activities are logged, 

assessed with the assessment model to give TNT Points as rewards. Regarding writing service reviews, 

TNT Points are given discriminately depending on the way the reviews are written, and extra TNT Points 

are given if it has acquired a positive rating from the other users.  

The reward system of Talent platform is operated as the following: 

 

 

Image 14. Talent Platform Rewards System 
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05. Token Lockup Policy 

After the Talent (TNT) token is listed on the first exchange, a token lock-up policy will be implemented to 

stabilize the token price. Token purchased by participation in the pre-sale and tokens owned by the 

foundation and team/advisors will be distributed in stages after a certain lock-up period. Please check the 

schedule below. 

 

Team/Advisor  

Lock-up period: 2 years from the first exchange listing 

10% off every month for 10 months after the lockup period ends 

 

Upcoming 5-month distribution plan 

January 2022: 30,000,000 TNT 

February 2022: 60,000,000 TNT 

March 2022: 90,000,000 TNT 

April 2022: 120,000,000 TNT 

May 2022: 150,000,000 TNT 
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  V. Roadmap 
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VI. Partners 

Denominations of the Christian Council of Korea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

대한예수교장로회총회(개혁) 

대한예수교장로회총회(성합측) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합보) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동개혁) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합복) 

대한예수교장로회총회(정통보수) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동진리) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동국제) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동개신) 

대한예수교장로회성서총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(예장) 

대한예수교장로회(개혁혁신)총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(목양) 

미국연합장로회총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동동신) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동예장) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동개혁안

양측) 

대한예수교장로회대신총회 

대한예수교장로회피어선총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(개혁합동) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동보수보

수) 

대한예수교장로회총회(근본) 

대한예수교장로회총회(국제합동) 총

회 

대한예수교장로회합동개혁총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(중앙) 

대한예수교장로회 합동총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(개혁정통) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동연대)총

회 

대한예수교장로회총회(보수합동) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동통합) 

대한예수교장로회총회(선교) 

대한예수교장로회 합동한국총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(웨신) 

대한예수교장로회총회(복음주의) 

기독교대한하나님의성회총회(순복

음) 

대한예수교장로회총회(부흥) 

예수교대한감리회총회 

 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동보수망

원측) 

대한예수교장로회총회(성장) 

대한예수교장로회총회(호헌) 

대한예수교장로회총회(예음) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동중앙) 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동총신) 

대한예수교장로회총회(개혁총연) 

대한예수교장로회합동동행총회 

기독교대한감리회총회(연합) 

예수교대한감리회웨슬레총회 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동연합) 

기독교대한하나님의성회(연합)총회 

대한예수교장로회브니엘총회 

대한예수교장로회합동중앙총회 

대한예수교장로회개혁총회 

기독교대한하나님의성회(광화문)총

회 

대한예수교장로회총회(합동보수) 

대한예수교장로회개혁총회 

 

인터콥선교회(아시아협력) 

한반도복음화중앙협의회 

한국범죄예방운동본부 

성산청소년효재단 

한국교회평신도단체협의회 

외항선교회 

글로벌선교회 

민족복음화운동본부 

청교도영성훈련원 

십자가회복운동 

사)예수교대한감리회웨슬레협의회 

기독교시민연대 

국민희망실천연대 

성경보수개력교회단체협의회 

한국효도손봉사단협회 
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  VII. Disclaimers 

This white paper is a summary of key concepts of TNT. This white paper is written to provide information for 

those who wish to participate in the project, and it is not a document for recommending investments. 

  

01. General Disclaimers 

The coin related to the project of this white paper does not represent a financial investment such as securities, 

and the issuance does not represent the subscription of financial investment or the recommendation of the 

subscription. TNT will not be a speculation exercise, and it does not have any rights over any form of real estate, 

intellectual property rights, other assets, and cash.  

TNT does not grant ownership to distributors, and as owning TNT does not grant rights for assets and/or to 

participate in the decision-making process for the business, thus it is not a stock. There is no pledge for values 

or rights of the profit of TNT other than the benefits for the users they gain by using the platform. The 

information on this paper is written by the date written on the cover. The information on this white paper is 

subject to change at any time due to the future business operation and financing status of the distributor.  

This is not a statement that there hasn’t been any change between the provision of this white paper and the 

sales during the project. The distributor does not (explicitly and/or to implicitly) state or claim any form of 

guarantee that the information on this white paper is the most recent, precise, and complete, and it is proposedly 

denied. 

This white paper may contain the information and/or content sourced form a third party. All information and 

data reproduced on this white paper may be extracted from reliable sources, but the distributor does not make 

a separate verification of such information or data and does not make any guarantee about the integrity and the 

precision of such information and data. 

This white pater cannot be considered as legal, financial, or taxational advice or advice for any other professional 

field. You may need separate professional advice for purchasing Talent. You are notified that the responsibility 

for all assessment and decisions that may occur when purchasing TNT is on you. You may request additional 

information regarding TNT form the distributor.  

The distributor has the discretionary power but does not have any legal force, and the distributor considers all 

related situations to provide requested information including if: (i) there are any legal prohibition or limitation; 

(ii) the requested information may help the reader to be rather certain about the contents stated in the white 

paper; it helps the reader to get advised by the professionals; it may affect his/her/its decision on coin purchase. 
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  This white paper is written to deliver information and does not describe future predictions. The distributor 

hereby states that in regard to the loss and (direct, indirect, expectable, or any other) damages caused by acting 

or relying on any information about the distributor, or contents about TNT Ecosystem in this white pater, or the 

additional information given by the inquiry of the other users, the distributor will not take any responsibility 

even if there has been negligence, nonfulfillment, or lack of enough guidance by the distributor. 

The reproduction of this white paper except these warnings and disclaimers section is strictly forbidden and is 

not allowed by the distributor. The information stated below may not be perfect. No part of this white paper 

forms the legal relationship between the recipient of this white paper and the distributor, and it is composed so 

that the recipient of this white paper carries legal binding force or executes legal acts on distributors. 

On purchasing TNT, it is considered that you have fully examined the white paper, and it is also considered that 

you have agreed with the offering condition of TNT. The information on this white paper does not guarantee 

any legal responsibility. You acknowledge and agree that TNT is not marketable security, and it does not produce 

any form of investment profits.  

TNT and related services are developed for the purposes stated in this white paper, and it is provided for the 

intended purposes as much as possible. Regarding TNT and related services, the distributor does not guarantee 

or (both explicitly and implicitly) write the accessibility, quality, relevance, or integrity, and proposedly denies 

it.  

Thus, concerning TNT and related services, the distributor denies all responsibility that may be caused by errors, 

delays, or omissions of all acts you may take. Regarding TNT and related services, the distributor provides, we 

do not guarantee that there will not be the third party’s violation of your rights, nor make any guarantees about 

all areas including name, commercial values, satisfying qualities, or suitability for specific purposes.  

The guarantees for the future performance and vales of TNT cannot be made. This includes the potential price 

of TNT, and the guarantee that it will have value in the future. Unless you have a perfect understanding of the 

general plan of the distributor and potential risks of TNT and accept them, you should not participate in the 

sales of TNT. TNT is developed for future functions of Talent Ecosystem. Distributor proposedly denies all 

responsibility for the loss you may experience regarding purchasing TNT. 

Concerning the sales and purchase of TNT, you are not obliged to make any contracts or any legal promises that 

have binding power. A separate document that explains the following contract terms is applied for contracts 

and TNT sales and purchases contracts between the distributor and the buyer. If the contract terms contradict 

the contents of this white paper, the former takes priority. 
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02. Risk Factors 

• Purchasing Tokens 

Purchasing TNT must be made by financial experts who can fully acknowledge and make assessments 

of the merits and risks of it, or those who can get advice from specialist consultants about token sales, 

or those who can bear the potential loss, including the potential loss of the total amount of money 

used for purchasing TNT. 

 

• Nonexistence of Prior Market 

There is no guarantee that an active TNT market or liquid fund exchange market would be developed 

and after it has been developed, it must be sustainable in relation to how TNT is traded on the 

cryptocurrency exchange. 

 

• Underdeveloped Platform 

The demand and value of TNT are highly influenced by the function and commercial success of Talent 

platform/services. The distributor does not amok any guarantee if Talent Platform/Services would win 

commercial success. Also, Talent Platform/Services are not fully developed, settled, and/or integrated, 

and there may be additional changes, revisions, updates, and adjustments before (and after) the 

launch. Due to such changes, unexpected results may occur to the user, ultimately affecting the 

success. 

 

• Uncertain Loss Risks 

Unless the user acquires separate personal insurance as a protective measure for TNT, TNT is not 

protected. Thus, there will not be any public or private insurance that the distributor will take the 

action for the loss of the token itself or the effective value of the token. 

 

• Tax-related Risks 

The taxation characteristics of TNT are uncertain. Thus, the tax system that this token might be the 

subject of is uncertain as well. In prior to deciding on purchasing TNT, those who wish to purchase 

TNT must consult with a personal accountant who can deal with such issues. We do not make any 

statement about whether purchasing or owning TNT could generate any tax. 
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  • Risks of Ethereum Protocol 

Due to the nature of the TNT and Talent platforms/services based on the Ethereum Protocol, any 

malfunction, breakdown, suspension, or retirement of the Ethereum Protocol may have a significant 

adverse effect on TNT and Talent platforms/services. Advances in cryptographic technology or related 

technological advances such as the development of quantum computing may be a potential risk to 

TNT and Talent platforms/services. 

 

• Risks by the Third Party 

TNT is an asset based on blockchain technology. The security, portability, storage, and connectivity 

of these blockchain assets are based on factors such as the security, stability, and suitability of the 

underlying blockchain protocols and processes. 

 

03. Anti-Money Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism 

In relation to the distributor’s responsibility of Anti-money Laundering/Combating the financing of 

terrorism policy (hereinafter referred to as “AML-CFT”), detailed identity verification is mandatory for all 

users who wish to own TNT or use it as a payment method. Depending on the situation of the application, 

the token distributor may request additional information and/or documents from the applier at any time.  

Based on all applicable laws, in relation to the AML-CFT duty, the distributor promises to comply with all 

related guidance applicable to the business. The distributor has the right to exclude all users who refuse 

to provide appropriate information and/or document the distributor may request during the first coin 

purchase and/or the additional TNT purchases. 

Additionally, the distributor has the right to ban individuals and corporations from using or providing 

financial services in relation to all suspicious trades. In this case, the distributor has all the rights to refuse 

all services/TNT trades. 
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